
Sunday 21st November 2021 

Barnet Sunday League Division Six Match at Muswell Hill Playing Fields (Pitch Four) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.25 a.m. (Referee Early !) 
 

Result: AFC MUSWELL HILL 2nds .......... 3   EDMONTON ROVERS ...................... 0 Half-Time: 2-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Tyler MEADER   

2 RB Roshan SHAH   

5 RCB Chris JORDANOU   

4 LCB Natan PAWLACZYK (Captain)   

18 LB/LM 58/RM 63 Tobi CHARLES OFF 29/BACK ON 58  

9 RM/CF 9 Myreon KEANE   

8 CM Dapo ALAOYE   

6 CM/RM 9/CM 63 Jack VANVYNCK   

11 LM Harry DORWARD OFF 58/BACK ON 63  

16 CF/CM 45/CF 63 Harvey ANTONIOU OFF 29/BACK ON 45  

12 CF Max MIR OFF (Inj.) 9  

SUBSTITUTES 

10 CM Josh WAKEFORD ON 9/OFF (Inj.) 45  

20 CF Gianni DIPO ON 29/OFF (Inj.) 63  

3 LB Lenny CHARLES ON 29  

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay                        CLUB LINESMAN: Not Required by Referee            ATTENDANCE: 25 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group): Laurence Hughes, Simon Jackson, Bob Cleary, Keith Charles, Tracey 

Charles, Sarah Keane, Mike Jordanou, Nik Mir, Tim Wakeford, Danielle Vanvynck 

REFEREE: Demetri Anastasiou                                 

BOOKINGS: None    SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Dry with freezing cold strong Northerly wind across pitch.  STATE OF PITCH: Long grass & uneven. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (5 Players): Leon McKenzie-McKay, Lexton Harrison (Hamstring Injuries), Stuart Dorward (Away),  

Morgan Page-Mullane (Illness), Tairique Harrison (No Show) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):   1. Chris Mathers (GK); 10. Ronit Patel (RB), 14. Jack Wilmot (RCB), 16. Ben Corlett (LCB), 

15. David Csokmei (LB); 8. Martin Ferguson (CM), 6. Joe Offer (CM…Captain); 4. Abdi Gamadid (RM), 13. Brendan Walsh (ACM), 

7. Thiago Alberquerque (LM); 9. Angelos Tase (CF) 

Subs.  11. Abbas Abulle, 17. Ahmed Mohamoud, 12. Jaime Randall 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   Walsh (27 Mins.), Ferguson (45+1 Mins.), Tase (75 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

With AFC Muswell Hill’s Second Team lying top of the Division Six table and unbeaten in winning seven of their last eight matches since losing 

their opening fixture of the season, we looked to be really up against it with our new young team’s record of 15 defeats in 16 matches played 

so far and with all three of our ‘Vets’ unavailable for this match. In fact things went from bad to worse after only 9 minutes when forward 

Max Mir was unable to continue due to a back injury, and although we defended well early on and restricted our opponents to only having a 

couple of decent efforts at goal in the first 27 minutes, we fell behind to a far post header from attacking midfielder Brendan Walsh, who 

was in an offside position when the cross was struck towards him…according to our Club Linesman Bob Cleary who was standing right in line 

with it. The problem was…Referee Demetri Anastasiou had chosen not to use Club Linesmen for this match as ‘too many of them cheat’, so 

he therefore gave the benefit of the doubt to the forward. We then had a further blow right on Half-Time when Max Mir’s early replacement 

Josh Wakeford had to be carried off with a nasty-looking ankle injury, and to add insult to that injury we then found ourselves 2-0 down 

from the last kick of the half as Martin Ferguson fired a spectacular first-time shot into the top corner from the edge of the area after Dapo 

Alaoye had been crowded out and dispossessed in trying to play the ball out from the back. That gave our Stoke City-supporting Coach Simon 

Jackson the chance to have a much anticipated (by himself) Sitton/Warnock/Pulis ?-style rant during the break in making it clear to our 

players that sometimes they need to ‘hoof’ it, and despite us suffering another injury blow in the 63rd minute when Gianni Dipo was unable 

to continue after trying to play through an ankle injury that he had come into the match with, we did show some good fighting spirit in 

creating the occasional half-chance while also not allowing our opponents to have clear-cut chances every couple of minutes as we had in 

some of our other matches so far this season. However, AFC Muswell Hill killed the game off in the 75th minute with a third goal as Angelos 

Tase headed in from the rebound after Tyler Meader had made an excellent save from him initially, but once again there were suspicions of 

offside about it and it was very harsh on us when we had three attacking players go off injured and we were unable to create as many 

chances ourselves from which we may also have been given the benefit of the doubt if we had scored from similar offside situations.  


